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Moderators: Ivato - Saintex - Airyn - KCR Administrators: Ivato - Velo © 1999-2020 A2CO Common information is the responsibility of their authors. Page created on 10/15/2020 19:20:02 in 0.03 with IMPORTANT AD: Solutions 520 online! (25/03/2020) I live 100% of my SOLUTIONS Obviously some researchers have the right area. But
I'm also sure that no one has ever deciphered a super-decision. I give you what I see as the only viable area that responds to logic rather than over-rethinking. 80% of what you read online is over-representation. Far-fetched theories without a coherent foundation. Most madits help eliminate these hyptotheses. I also get you to sort the
most interesting madits. I'll give you all my work on a platter. For some who will discover a golden joint in recent times, this is a huge time-making ground. I'll give you dozens of the most useful madits. This represents years of research where I kept as a course, logic and consistency. I also give you my final area. I don't think I get wet,
admitting that this is a new area on the internet, at least I've never seen it mentioned anywhere. This may sound like a bad sign, you might say, but it seems unthinkable that the best researchers have not made these discoveries and keep them hidden. Today many people do not share, and those who always keep a little under the pedal.
It's a game. Personally, I've been doing the same thing for a few years now. But today I decided to deliver what I think are real revelations that may be able to replicate the most advanced researchers. FIND THE CACHE WITHOUT THE SUPERSOLUTION Madits is probably max Valentine's most valuable help left us, they represent a
huge amount of information to test whether or not theories are tested. Since the owl has been buried many other hunts, all organized by Max Valentine have taken place and many items must be used to find the owl. I am convinced to take you in close proximity (-100 m) cache. I prove this to you by listing with you the basic madits. And
why the clearing where I take you (because it is a clearing) is inevitably the grave of a golden overs. I certainly bring new information about the end of the game. A logical place that is more in the center of my area is that I consider the only acceptable area. It is clear that some advanced researchers will find their way there. KEY
EXPLANATIONS... What is sentry? What the Celeste? What are the doubts about the 520? In what order is the review done? HOW DO YOU DO THAT BECAUSE THEY'RE NOT ALIGNED? HERBS 500 HAVE A VERY WEAK CONNECTION WITH THOSE OF 520. THIS LINK MAY APPEAR FOR YOU AS SOON AS EVERYTHING IS
RESOLVED. Maxim Valentin CHERT DOES NOT regret THE WARNING TO BE EXTENDED. Max Valentine 650 VISUAL CHIFFERS NOT CLE PASSAGE to RESET. MAX VALENTIN GAME 520 WILL BE MORE SUPERFICIAL IF EUX AND LINED UP. MAX VALENTINE, ARRIVING IN 520 SONS IS NOT A DENOUEMENT, BUT ON
TWO LINES THEY ARE. MAX VALENTIN WAS BORN IN THE MAIN IN 600 TU FINDS IN 560. Max Valentine Current date / game time October 15 - 19:20 OTHER FORUMS NOT YOU GOOD, ALL FREE, SAUF TO BE FREE. BUT I CAN'T STOP YOU FROM CONSULTING WITH THEM. SEPTEMBER, I REVEAL SOLUTIONS FROM
THE GOLD OWL (one month and it continues). ON THE OTHER HAND, YOU HAVE TO BE REGISTERED TO LEARN MORE, SO IT'S MY SAFETY AS WELL AS YOURS. I give you my solutions at the rate of one riddle per month. Hint, avoid spreading them all over the world, especially if they come from rantanplan, (don't make a fool
of you) because the jerk remains a jerk, especially if you're trying to convince him or her. 13 Sujets13 MessagesLun 3 Aoû - 9:43rantanplan 8 Sujets12 MessagesLun 12 Oct - 17:55rantanplan 8 Sujets8 MessagesLun 11 Juin - 6:59rantanplan 7 Sujets555 MessagesLun 11 Juin - 23:18rantanplan 8 Sujets1300 MessagesMar 26 Juin -
8:28rantanplan 7 Sujets816 MessagesMar 26 Juin - 8:22rantanplan 4 Sujets233 MessagesLun 20 Fév - 23:09rantanplan 6 Sujets368 MessagesVen 2 Déc - 13:49rantanplan 7 Sujets694 MessagesDim 3 Sep - 15:31rantanplan 6 Sujets666 MessagesSam 18 Fév - 21:18rantanplan 7 Sujets1492 MessagesMer 13 Juin - 23:01rantanplan 10
Sujets1934 MessagesJeu 14 Juin - 17:47rantanplan 12 Sujets740 MessagesMer 13 Juin - 22:58rantanplan 17 Sujets2215 MessagesJeu 1 Aoû - 16:31rantanplan 3 Sujets8 MessagesMar 16 Oct - 17:24rantanplan 7 Sujets2349 MessagesSam 16 Juin - 0:08rantanplan 6 Sujets6 MessagesJeu 10 Sep - 17:05rantanplan Nouveaux
messagesPas de nouveaux messagesForum Verrouillé (Valeur d'au moins 150 000 €) Depuis 25 ans, des centaines de chercheurs continuent à se creuser la tête sur l'une des plus grandes chasses françaises. Discover the chronology of the game. Enigmas (and summary, IS,...): On the site blacktiger Forums: In the footsteps of the
golden sovts Les Sans Hulotte Interesting (and very comprehensive) blog signed by Kaspius: a blog explorer you will find especially the story of the an an attempted.     ;-) We bring you the pages that follow our research. In addition to most of the decryption (solved long), we cannot assure you of the truth of these decisions. It's up to you
to make your own mind, hoping it can inspire you. Plus the part refers to additional ideas that can arouse your curiosity;-)   B 530 780 470 580 600 500 420 560 650 520 12th ENIGME B Allows you to rank other puzzles in order. You have to use light wavelengths (expressed in nanometers) with different colors of the anus offered in each
puzzle.   Spectrum of light: By making a difference of the very values offered (780-420) we find 360 degrees. That puts Newton's record on the way. It is a circle consisting of areas in the colors of the rainbow, which at a rapid rotation seems white (B). Unlike the colors shown with the other five, the rating is naturally set.   530 780 470 580
600 500 420 560 650 520 This riddle, once solved is no longer necessary and can be ruled out once and for all. It contains no residues (see below to understand the term).    Also: It was in 1666 that Newton did his first experiments on light scattering. To do this, he uses a glass prism and sunlight. He then noticed that the light, and
coming out of the prism, spreads in a variety of colored rays, reproducing the shades of the rainbow. The prism is carved from a transparent material (glass, plexiglass), has two triangular faces and three rectangular faces. It destroys light and gets its spectrum.                                                                            German brand celebrating
Isaac Newton After the final closure of the site, this page is the archive site of Patrice Salvi, courtesy of him. That a visitor who comes here by accident or out of curiosity has calmed down! This site was designed for people who !... Or should be! This page is actually mainly intended for treasure hunters, or rather for Chouetteurs, that is,
players claiming to search for the famous an area of gold, silver and diamonds hidden somewhere in France by Max Valentin on the night of April 23 to 24, 1993. It is, of course, a bronze copy of this fairy-tale an area that is buried. Whoever finds this copy, and presents it to Michel Becker, will win an original, wonderful piece of silver 50
centimeters wide, created by the sculptor Michel Becker and currently valued at more than 150,000 euros. How do I find this copy? It's that simple. Just decipher the puzzle In the book (now almost unknown) Max Valentin and Michel Beckerur TRACE gold CHOUETTE Today in sensitive affairs the story of the longest treasure hunt of our
time. Guest Patrick Schmall anthropological at CNRS and a former researcher of the anced. Illustration of the image for the Golden Owl, this curious object of desire. © Getty/Brianna Soukup/Portland Portland Press Herald This program is rebroadcast on December 19, 2012. Find news, documentary resources and entries by clicking
here. Patrick Schmollanthropologist, Doctor of Psychological Sciences, Research Engineer CNRS at the University of Strasbourg GENERALITY ON THE GOLDEN CHOUETTE At first glance, the owl consists of 11 puzzles. All but one are presented in one format: on each left page of the book, the stylized head of the poy, each time
different in color, the number of three figures (780, 470, 600, etc.), the name and text of the riddle itself; On the right page opposite, Michel Becker's painting illustrates a riddle of which it is an integral part. The mystery stands out because it does not have a head or a number of colorful ansov. The last treasure is replaced by the letter B.
Shortly after the beginning of the hunt Max Valentin admitted to the questions asked to him by the researchers at 3615 MAXVAL, that the puzzles, as they appear in the book, are not in the correct order, that they should be re-ordered, and that this is the object of the B riddle. Under torture Max Valentin admitted that for this there is a
twelfth riddle, consists of remnants of previous puzzles, which hunters call super-solution or SS. Top of the page Sequel ADDITIONAL INDICATIONS (I.S.) - See special IS PAGE IS are help in understanding and deciphering puzzles, giving the author's help. Many at the beginning of the hunt (at least 18 during the first year of the game),
their flow then became rarer, and today the source is completely dry: the last IS was published in the monthly PC Team of September 1996. For many hunters who thought they already controlled the how to use this IS, it is useless. Frustration, then, among some who waited for a real unlock, but rage at others, who, correctly or incorrectly
advanced in search, protested against the faction effect of IS, which allow latecomers and newcomers to catch up with others ... Vain fear because it seems obvious that hunting hasn't really progressed for a few years, but this mood movement of the old has convinced Max to no longer broadcast other IS. But shouldn't we not sniff some
that the author is so silent? None of the so-called advanced hunters found the se part; Max tells everyone who wants to hear him what he wants him to find, first, because he's starting to feel, I think, a little trapped in his creation (Conan Doyle syndrome!), and secondly, because he's looking forward to publishing the book's solution and
nailing the beaks of some of his detractors. Then? The hunt is almost stalled, the author seeks to finish ... Why not give a crucial new IS, especially about the 600 puzzle that I still think is blocking the game? Of course, Max does not want (and this is commendable on his part) artificially speeding up the process. But aside from that
concern, I just think he can't give an emphatic IS because the lock is actually much weaker than we think. In other words, there is not enough meat around the solution, not enough grain to grind to provide IS without getting too close to the solution! This idea is based on the premise that I am defending, namely that the owl is much easier
than we think, and that all art was precisely to conceal this simplicity under abluent appearance... And there, camouflage was well made! The top of the page Of the Continuation THEORY OF SIMPLICITYI base this premise of internal simplicity on three-search: Initially, the playground is 550,000 square kilometers. Upon arrival, the 80-
centimetre object is a heap of hair. Between them, there's a zoom to do! To go from 550,000 kilometers to a square meter, Max did not dilute the sauce, just the opposite: of 11 puzzles one serves in order to give order and that's it. There are 10 puzzles left, not one more to find an area the size of an average city. The first one gives a
starting point, and the second gives a general direction to leave this place, as well as a measure to be used later (let's leave the leftovers aside as they are not used to search the area). Remain... 8 puzzles just to find on the map of France a tiny hat, probably the fruit of vague plots ... As if that wasn't enough, everyone is extremely brief!
These findings, in my opinion, are a problem with ami (which I will discuss again) seeing Dabo as an intermediate or final solution to several puzzles. Indeed, starting with the principle of brevity, why Max, knowing that apart from the order (mystery B), he wanted to do all the hold in 10 puzzles (plus leftovers), he'd worked to replicate
Dabo! Dabo! Dabo! when all he had to do was say it once? If there is something definite in the sea, it is that the author does not repeat himself - simply because he has nowhere to do it! Dabo is part of the game as the solution to the primary deciphering of the 420 puzzle. And that's it. And if there's one thing in the joint, it's that the cache
place has nothing to do with any of the places identified in the puzzles so as not to attract attention too early... but now I'm starting to get to the bottom of it, and it's going to be for later. Read this excerpt from question 11 of March 17, 1997: YOU VERRES (IF YOU FIND OISEAU or IF YOU DO IN BOOKUIN WHAT WHAT FOR
DECOUVERTE) WHAT they haven't done with this we think. AISTY IS MAX. KFDD, right? The top of the page sequel SYNTHESIS OF FIGARO MAGAZINE In order to resume playing intellectually and commercially at a time when Michel Lafon publish the third edition, a major advertising operation was organized in the summer of 1997
with Le Figaro Magazine. Note the chronology: less than a year after the publication of the last IS and after the author's assignment to some grumpy old people not to publish more in the future, he will use the Figaro Magazine operation to broadcast the first information, namely the order in which puzzles must be re-ordered and solved,
something that he has always refused to do because it amounts to confirm the exact solution of B! This confirmation was really the result of an order in which the riddles were published by Le Figaro Magazine, the order is different from the book and which thus confirmed the solution of the riddle B ... I know what Max will say later (and I
would like to believe it) that the order in which the riddles were published was the result of the journalists' decision and that he did not support it... but how can we imagine, however, that it would allow such publication to take place in an order that, without being that of the book, would not be correct, real, either? Such officialization of the
erroneous order, consecrated in addition to the author's silent imprimatur as a result of the juxtaposition of his synthesis anecdotes (see below), impossible to foresee. If the order chosen by the journalists (and which fits the orders of the vast majority of researchers) were inaccurate, Max would surely insist that the puzzles be published in
the order of the book! Interest in the articles accompanying the publication of riddles lay, in addition to some crunchy anecdotes, in the existence of a synthesis written by Max himself, Madits (see below). These famous madits (short max (I was told) are the answers made by Max to the hunters' questions at 3615 MAXVAL. Max answered
more than 100,000 questions on Minitel... the disproportion with the size of its synthesis is truly striking... I will leave it up to you to draw my own conclusions, which I think should go in a very specific direction. The top of the page sequel IS BACK to the crazy, they are in some ways equivalent to the Gospels or the lives of the saints. All the
seam hunters have their madits that they spend jealously and no one has ever seen... for a great reason that many practice creative exegesis by interpreting, distorting or quoting from the context of the author's words... So beware of madits and check for yourself. These checks, once expensive, since they are connected to the minitel
3615 MAXVAL server (currently closed), have become much easier since all th/Rs have been introduced online for free on the lachouette.net domain, Managed Velo.The excellent search engine associated with this database will allow you to find q/ Rs very easily concerned, and it is hoped that the best spread q/R will gradually put an end
to the spread of inaccurate or bizarre madits. For more development in the area of z/R, see below. The top of the page of the Continuation OF PASSAGE KEYSOther maxien concept, these clues are described as puzzle elements that allow you to solve the next puzzle. Since the keys do not help to decipher the puzzles, but only to
understand them in the first place, their exact nature, as well as their usefulness, are ambiguous. Do they give a tone, an indication of the atmosphere to what the riddle will be? Those of these keys, which are known and confirmed (and will be described on interested pages), seem to be at least banal and without much added value, but
perhaps it is not as we move forward in the game ... Now you know a little more about how the Golden Owl looks... In my opinion! If what I'm writing doesn't seem completely devoid of common sense, you only have to read, after that, a separate page dedicated to each riddle. | Top of the Page Continuation First Card If you're interested in
an owl, you'll quickly realize that you'll need two cards. First, it is a common map of France, in this case Michelin 989 (see I.S. FNAC on page I.S.), which exists in the paper and laminated version. Two digitized versions also exist on Nag's website, see this map is important only from 500 puzzles, but according to Max, the researcher can
use it earlier (this one or another, for that matter) to report his findings and results if he deems it useful. Similarly, hunters are encouraged to carry out on this first map all the instructions that will not be there, and that they will consider it necessary to include it, remembering that the map is not OUTIL, but only a kind of think tank. The
rather reductive role that Max assigns to the map means that he does not provide any additional information that will be needed to find the treasure, and that will not be the result of the puzzle (according to the puzzles, I remind you to understand: names, figures, characters of the head of the anc bys, texts and visuals). There is still some
sophistry in Max's position on the subject. Of course, the map itself does not reveal anything. In particular, it can be concluded that the symbols it contains, the color or the number of roads, for example, are useless for the game. However, only using the map and creating accurate routes will allow you to see, for example, the alignment of
three cities or remarkable points... Without being a tool, the map will at least be a valuable visual reveal. The Riddle 500 is the 7th in the game, there is a big bet that the novice owl will not wait until he succeeded, for example, place Roncevaux on 989 in 470 riddle and see what happens when we look through the opening (Bourget)!



However, only by resisting this temptation can false leads be avoided: since the map is not yet mandatory, it does not seek to pinpoint the Light at this stage, when it is supposed to have only a general idea. Second card This second card that would be more accurate to describe as a second card since there is no other card should,
according to Max, be as accurate as possible. So it will be the IGN blue series card at 1:25,000 (Top 25). With a little logic, it's very easy to see how the first and second cards are formulated. At the end of solving 11 puzzle books (10 puzzles plus B that gives the order, see pages dedicated to puzzles), we obviously do not get the exact
location because the owl is less than a meter in wingspan, and it would be impossible to position it on the overall map of France. So you get this area the size of an average city without a particularly remarkable shape (patatoid, says the author), so no square or triangle etc. Just at the intersection of a number of plots made on 989 to
implement solutions to previous puzzles. These lines necessarily contain a certain error, strokes (at least three, probably more) are not cut into one point, and form a hat that delineates the area. This is an area that needs to be moved to the second map. Asked about the error, Max noted that the game was designed to take this into
account, and it makes sense: not only do these fields exist on 989 sites, but also in the operation to hold the hat on the second map. So the area you get (in any case, I hope for you!), may be slightly different from the author's ideal itinerary without preventing you from finding the cache. What for? Two reasons: The cache is more or less in
the center of the area. Therefore, the accuracy of the sketches is not fundamental. The resolution of the 12th puzzle (super-solution) using the remnants of the previous 10 (because B does not contain) should provide enough guidance to find the cache inside the area, even if its perimeter is not precisely defined. The key is probably to
determine the starting point of the final route to be made inside the area in the cache, and this identification should certainly be easy and unambiguous on the second map, even if your area is a little rough or staggered. The top of the page Continuation SITE - CACHE Very little is known about the appearance of the final site (spot), which
is one of the subject themes of the author. It is known that these are public lands (therefore owned by the state or territorial community) that are constantly available unless there are exceptional weather conditions. Other developments about features The land can be found on the page dedicated to the super-solution here. The spot is
under a tree (see episode of the shrub below) and is likely in the woods, condition or not, but in any case public. All the author had in mind about the woodworking site is that it doesn't look like a bald man's skull! Max has been there several times since the beginning of the game and reports of these visits have been published on the
server Minitel 3615 MAXVAL, currently closed (see below). Here are these reports that I publish in capital letters as they were on MAXVAL: Information presented in GIGA, on France 2, 21 October 1993: ON TOMBE CHOUETTE, I PLANT A ARBUSTER. Visits on 24 July 1994, 14 December 1994, 20 August 1995 and 29 March 1996:
AFTER VISIT ON 24 JULY 1994 -SOIT A MONTHS AFTER THE NEW EDITION OF THE LIVE-MAX CONSTATE THAT ARBUSTE PLANTE ON THE CHOUETTE AND MORT. ONLY THE STEM WAS 25 CM HIGH. DURING A VISIT ON DECEMBER 14, 1994, MAX A DISCOVERED THAT THE STEM, BROKEN AT ITS BASE, LAY ON
THE GROUND. SHE WAS ALL BLACK AND PUTREFACTION. FINALLY, MAX, LOOKING AROUND (100 M A LA RONDE), DID NOT NOTICE ANY VISIBLE TRACES OF POSSIBLE PASSAGE OF THE HUNTERS FOR THE SOY. AFTER ANOTHER VISIT ON 20 AUGUST 1995, HE WAS UNABLE TO FIND ANY TRACE OF
SHRUBBERY. ABOUT 130M FROM THE CACHE, THE EARTH WAS STIRRED, BUT IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE FOR MAX TO DETERMINE HIS ORIGIN. MAX EXPLORED THE EARTH TO TRY TO SEE IF THE EARTH WAS SOFT, BUT THEN AGAIN, THERE WAS NO TEACHING TO EXTRACT FROM IT. ЭТОТ ЗНАК МОГ БЫТЬ
СДЕЛАН ИСКАТЕЛЕМ СОВЫ, А ТАКЖЕ ЛЮБЫМ ЖИВОТНЫМ, КОТОРОЕ ПОЦАРАПАЛИ БЫ ТАМ ЗЕМЛЮ. IF THIS SIGN WAS THE WORK OF AN INVESTIGATIVE SAVER, THEN IT IS OBVIOUS THAT THE HOLE WAS PERFECTLY REBOUCHE AND CUPS, BECAUSE THERE IS NOT THE SLIGHTEST TUMULUS, AS IS
USUALLY THE CASE WHEN YOU PUT THE GROUND BACK IN PLACE IN THE HOLE. MAX RETURNED TO THE STAGE ON FRIDAY, MARCH 29, 1996. THE GRAVE OF THE GRAVE WAS INTACT, NOTHING WAS TOUCHED. HE INSPECTED THE SURROUNDING AREA FOR 50 MINUTES IN A RADIUS OF 150 M AROUND
THE CACHE, NOT NOTICING ANYTHING SPECIAL: NO HOLES, NO MOUNDS. ACCORDING TO HIS FINDINGS, THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THAT THE SITE WAS VISITED BY RESEARCHERS WITH A SHOVEL IN HAND. AS MENTIONED ABOVE, THIS VISIT WAS LIMITED TO AN INSPECTION WITHIN A RADIUS OF 150 M,
THUS, IN AN APPROXIMATE CIRCLE OF 300 M. 1 STEP - ABOUT 1 METER.) The message, BROADCAST ON 3615 MAXVAL NOVEMBER 9, 1996: NOVEMBER 96: MAX IS RETOURNE ON THE SITE AND SEE THAT THERE A TROU BOUCHE AINSI THAT A GRATTAGE MARQUE A 150-METER CACHE RADIUS. HOLE: IT
WAS ABOUT 125/130 STEPS FROM THE CACHE. ITS QUALITY HOLES ARE UNDENIABLE BECAUSE IT WAS VERY CLEARLY DISTINGUISHABLE FROM THE GROUND LUMPS. THIS HOLE WAS ABOUT 80 CM IN DIAMETER AND WAS ROUNDED. IT WAS REBOUCHE QUITE RIGHT, BUT THERE WAS A SMALL TUMULUS.
THE GRASS IS NO LONGER THE LAND OF MAKULA, SUGGESTING THAT THIS HOLE WAS NOT QUITE RECENT, AND THAT THE RAIN WAS TIME TO WASH OUT A LITTLE VEGETATION GROWING ON THE EDGE OF THIS HOLE. MAX EXPLORED THE MOUND, BUT COULD NOT DRAW ANY CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE
DEPTH, THE EARTH WET. MARK: IT WAS ABOUT 20 STEPS FROM THE HOLE. IT WAS HARD TO KNOW WHAT IT WAS. THIS MAY BE A SIGN OF THE FIRST ATTEMPT AT EXCAVATION MADE BY THE AUTHOR OF THE HOLE, OR A SIGN LEFT BY THE ANIMAL. THERE WERE NO COMAS, JUST SCRATCHES.
VEGETARIAN WRECKAGE BROUGHT BY THE WIND LAY THERE. MAX TRIED TO EXPLORE THE LAND IN THIS PLACE, BUT COULD NOT KEEP ANYTHING FROM IT. THE GROUND WAS STIFF 5 CM FROM THE SURFACE. IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE FOR HIM TO APPRECIATE HOW LONG THIS MARK HAD BEEN IN THIS
LOCATION. THIS MARK WAS NOT THE SAME AS THE ONE SEEN ON 20 AUGUST 1995 AND WAS NOT IN THE SAME PLACE. MAX PASSED THE SITE IN A RADIUS OF ABOUT 150 METERS AND STAYED THERE FOR 1:20 A.M. MAX DECIDED NOT TO RETURN TO THE PLACE UNTIL THE OWL WAS FOUND. SO IT WAS
HIS LAST MOVE. | The top of the page Sequel in K/R TO AUTHOR ON 3615 MAXVAL At the same time as the publication of May's first edition of the book On the Golden Soe Trail in 1993, the Minitel Service in 3615 was created, organized by Softel. This server, organized by Max Valentine himself, contained a number of general game
data, such as SIs or site visit reports, played above. 3615 MAXVAL also provided researchers, at a time when the Internet was available to the general public, with a discussion forum and mailboxes (BAL), and offered them the opportunity to group in G.R. (research groups). But above all, 3615 MAXVAL allowed hunters to ask the author's
questions. Private for the first two years (exchanges were between Max's BAL and that of the questioner), these K/R (questions/answers) then became public in the summer of 1995.Until late 2001, this server represents the power of things, and despite the costs inherent in Minitel, a mandatory transit point for the vast majority of
researchers since it was a source of known madits. This means that communicating directly with Max is of great importance not only for the inner importance of the author's comments, but also because of the aura of mystery that Max promptly (and still nimbe) his true identity; a kind of privileged connection, therefore, can be established
with researchers, so much so that some have become, for years, true MAXVAL addicts. With the spread of computer science in the world of hunters, copying, counting, analyzing and synthesis q/R has become their weekly, if not daily, lot. For my part, I treated all public RS from the beginning of the game to early 1997, when, with the
spread of hunting, I no longer had time to take the job. As real life suddenly burst into a long, quiet river of hunting, I had to choose in late 2000 to take a vacation distance of more than a year. The top of the sequel meanwhile, of course, q/R continued on MAXVAL. Sensing more and more prisoners of the owl, Max continued to devote
several hours each day, making no secret of his fervent desire that the Owl was found, not allowing himself to artificially speed up the game, revealing key elements. Over the years, other projects have become superimposed: small MSN hunting first, the Treasure of Orval, the Paris-Match hunting, and finally the great world hunting project
on the Internet materialized on January 1, 2001 with the launch of TH 2001 - Mask Nefer. Then came the day when, after receiving more than 100,000 responses to the researchers, Max decided to close MAXVAL. Personally, I did not experience these moments, but I can easily imagine that the soy suddenly felt a little orphaned ... There
remains from all these years the fantastic database that has been entrusted to Velo, host of the Owl Forum on antidabo.com (now closed), so it makes them available for free to all researchers on the Internet.Velo did it online in early February 2002 on the new lachouette.net domain, which also hosts a hunter forum. There is a big bet that
there is something more in this wealth of information to revive the hunt for an an afterther' that the success of which is undeniable, despite the fact that the book has become untraceable except for the second hand! The top of the page Sequel WHY SO TO STILL NOT FIND? Owl, for Max, youth work. It was his first scavenger hunt and
although he has since written much more, he admits that at the time he was missing which may explain why he estimated the duration of 8 to 16 months, while he entered his 10th year in April 2002. However, there are certainly objective reasons for resisting the riddles of foresight of tens of thousands of researchers. In fact, according to
the author, the owl is no more complicated than some other hunts he later wrote, such as the treasure of Orvael or the Treasure of Malbrouck (also called the Golden Fleece). For comparison, Max Valentin considers it indecent that the owl remains missing. In light of his experience (because, between 1993 and December 2001, many
researchers informed him of all or part of his decisions on the deceased 3615 MAXVAL), Max is convinced that the responsibility lies with the false leads which he intentionally sprinkled the puzzle. These false clues are not only much more numerous than in subsequent hunts, but are still much more refined, and are therefore tempting for
hunters. Knowing that there is nothing more difficult than questioning beautiful solutions, especially when they follow several puzzles in a row, and knowing that the researchers themselves conceive false clues that the author never imagined, it is better to understand why the owl is still in its hole. What remains troubling is that the
researchers have known about Max's diagnosis for several years. They are therefore strongly encouraged to question their decisions as long as they lead them to a point from which they can no longer progress; and yet, the treasure remains untraceable ... For my part, I have identified two other reasons (one common, the other punctual).
| The top of the Continuation page's common cause is that when they are blocked, the researchers guess rather than struggle to decide. I take a simple example: in 600 puzzles, the initial deciphering provides the offer of KEY CACHE ON A NAVIRE BLACK PERCHE. When the explorer reaches this point, his efforts to decipher stop, and
he tries, by intuition, to guess what is the Black Ship located (NNP). If he saw Fort Boyar on TV, he would be tempted to see the NNP; if he visited Maguelona Cathedral during his celebrations, or if Peyrepertuz Castle celebrated his memory, he would make n NNS possible. In short, anything a researcher can learn from his or her own
experience or culture is likely to do the trick, even if he chose a person to stick in retrospect with what the riddle says if necessary, forcing a little but never asking: How, starting with a riddle, I can honestly come to this It doesn't seem logical to me. Does this mean that if the NNP is Our Lady of The Barbed Cathedral, and to my misfortune
I have never heard of this building, I have no chance of finding an an ancou? Not. I think the puzzles contain the necessary elements to solve them without forcing researchers to speculate at random of their knowledge or experience, and in this regard the riddle of 36 hunting TH 2001, also developed by Max Valentine, and which is one of
my School matters, is especially instructive. One of the reasons is this mystery 600, which, in my opinion, the real castle of the anad. Max regretted, during 3615 MAXVAL, that he had not been asked more questions about the puzzle, but since it was, except for the title, fully encrypted, the researchers' questions were always met with the
author's refusal to comment on things that did not appear in plain sight in the book. It had just indirectly confirmed the deciphering of the words black ship sitting in November 2001, a few weeks before the closure of 3615 MAXVAL. It is true that in the Owl, everything is to do with everything, but there is a particularly strong link between the
NNP 600 and the stalled nef 560 (identical nNP); then, between the nef and the Guardians 650 (geographically close); finally, between the Guardians and the final area, as I explain on the interested pages and on the Super-Solution page. As long as 600 is not unlocked (and there is now very little chance that this will be with the help of
the author!), Hunt will, I think, difficult to make real progress. I received this conviction in 1996 after four months of research. I don't deny it today... Top of the page
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